GCCFI SHOW – 20.10.18
Mrs Sally Tokens
My sincere thanks to Ronnie Brooks and the committee for asking me to judge in Dublin.
I had a very good weekend and the hospitality was excellent. Thank you for the lovely
gift. Special thanks to Alan for stewarding for me.
HIBERNIAN CH MALE; HIB CC; Harte GR CH MOLLYCODDLE LITTLE
HEARTBREAKER brown classic tabby and white exotic just over three years old. A
lovey lad who has strong bone and substance. Short cobby body set quite low on the
legs. Ears a little tall but well placed. Skull is rounded. Cheeks have a good width. Round
eyes that are of a good orange colour. Short broad nose. Level bite. White on his
muzzle. Not quite a full collar. Patch of white to his back and white up his flanks. Good
oyster markings to his sides. Lines running over his head. M to the forehead. Lines
across the cheeks from the corner of his eyes. In his summer coat today, soft to touch
and just managing to stand away from the body. Tail with rings and balances with the
body.
RES HIB CC; Rima GR CH KAZBARA STAR-TROUPER lilac classic tabby Persian who is
very friendly and a delight to handle. Lovely size and weight. Ears are nicely placed just
a little open at the base and have very good furnishings. Skull is rounded and he has
good width to his cheeks. Short broad nose. Level bite. Large round eyes that are a
medium orange in colour. M to the forehead and thumb prints to the ears. Some tabby
markings to his sides and a small amount of undercoat to the body. Tail is sparsely
covered and medium in length. A very good lilac colour to the markings and warm ground
colour, just being lilac it is very difficult to see many of the body markings.
HIBERNIAN CH FEMALE; HIB CC; Craig & Bell GR CH GRASSHOPPERS LOVE AND
KISSES tortie silver classic tabby and white of just over three and a half years old.
Short cobby body set low on the legs. Small ears which are beautifully placed. Rounded
top of head. Cheeks are of a good width. Short snub nose and a nice size leather and
nostrils, just a tiny bit undershot. Round eyes that are a lovely deep orange colour.
White on her upper left muzzle. White to her tummy, legs an paws. Very good silver
evident all over the coat. Some undercoat and a soft texture to a very well presented
cat. Half an m on the right side of her face and a part butterfly marking to her
shoulders, some tabby to her sides. Lightly covered tail which balances.
AC NON SELF PERSIAN CHAMPION; GR CC; Craig & Bell CH CARISMA SO CHIC
black smoke Persian who is around three years old. A nice sized female with sound bone
and a good weight. Body is cobby is shape and set low on the legs. Small ears placed low
on the side of the head with a gently rounded skull. Lovely width to the cheeks and
large round eyes that are a good orange colour. Short snub nose with a good stop and
lovely size to the nostrils and leather. Level bite. She curls her tail over her back and
shows off the underside of the tail, the ash white colour that forms that smoke
contrast. Jet black mantle and very good black to the mask and legs. A beautifully
presented coat.
RES GR CC; Garcia CH AMORAMIST-CORNISH-QWEEN chocolate tortie tabby
colourpoint of just over two years old. A short and compact female with substance and
well developed bone structure. Head not quite showing the strength as the winner but
never the less a nice female. Skull is rounded. Cheeks of a fair width and the muzzle

nicely developed. She tends not to open her eyes fully and they are a nice orange
colouring. Break to the nose which is short and broad with lovely size to the nostrils
and nose leather. Level bite. Super chocolate and red colouring to all the points which
all have an equal amount of tortie pattern to them. Some tabby to the tops of her legs.
Faint m to the forehead and lines across the cheeks. Nose leather is pink and
chocolate. Super coat texture which shows very good show presentation and free from
any shading. Tail balances with the body and has lovely tortie markings with the odd
ring.
AC EXOTIC PREMIER; GR PC; Guilfoyle INT PR SHEERBLISS PRECIOUS MEMORY
tortie smoke female of five and a half years old and certainly not looking her age.
Super bone structure and lovely weight. Solid body and small well placed ears. Rounded
skull. Cheeks wide and the muzzle is nicely developed. Short broad nose with a good
break and lovely size to her nostrils and leather. A good depth of orange eye colouring
to large round shaped eyes. Coat full and excellent texture, standing away from the
body and with a good amount of undercoat. Very good red and black to form the tortie
pattern. Tail is nicely covered and in proportion to the body length.
AC BURMESE CHAMPION; GR CC withheld 1; Taylor CH BACKCHAT ALICE SPRINGS
blue tortie female of two and a half years old. Head just in proportion to the body and
a medium wedge with a slightly flat profile. I would have liked to seen a little more
width to the cheeks for perfection. Fair depth from the top of the skull to the jaw.
Unfortunately her bite was undershot and this was my main reason for withholding the
certificate. Lower eye line is rounded and she has a slant to the upper line with the
colouring being a pale chartreuse. Chin a little weak. She has nice bone structure just a
little slender along her back. Close lying coat with a soft texture and beautifully
presented. Blue and cream to form the tortie pattern. Tail medium length and tapering.
AC BURMESE GRAND PREMIER MALE; HIB GR PC; Sluiters GR PR BACKCHAT
KAPELMEISTER cream lad of nearly five years old. His head is just touch small in
proportion to his body size. Medium wedge that has a blunt finish to the muzzle.
Rounded top of head and forehead. Nice nose break and a quite a broad nose. Chin not
quite level with the end of the nose. Medium sized ears which have a slight tilt forward.
Eyes set well apart with a top line slant and rounded lower line being chartreuse in
colouring. Medium to large body size and a little rounded in the tummy. Straight back
from the shoulder to the rump. Slender legs with oval shaped paws. Tail tapering to a
rounded tip, not quite reaching the shoulder. Clear coated cream just a little hot in
colour but the same all over and down to the roots. Short and close lying coat, fine in
texture, nice and soft.
AC BURMESE GRAND PREMIER FEMALE; HIB GR PC; Sluiters GR PR ALDEBIZ
MANEKI HOSHI chocolate tortie eight years old and in very good condition for her
age. Friendly female who is easy to handle. Head carried on a medium neck and in
proportion to the body size. Short wedge with good width at the cheek bones. Flat to
the top of the head and slightly rounded brow. Lovely break to the nose. Good chin
which is in line with the end of the nose. Medium sized ears which are rounded at the
tip and slightly tilt forward. Her eyes are large and a nice width apart. She has a slant
to the upper line and a rounded lower line, pale chartreuse in colour. Medium sized body
which feels quite hard and muscular. Legs balance with the body and neat oval paws.

Tail reaching the shoulder and tapering to the tip. Glossy coat with a satin like feel and
very good tortie pattern, chocolate and shades of red. Close lying to the body.
BLACK ETC. SMOKE ADULT; BOB; Craig & Bell CH CARISMA SO CHIC black smoke.
BROWN, BLUE ETC. TABBY ADULT; BOB; Rima GR CH KAZBARA STAR-TROUPER
lilac tabby.
AC TABBY ETC. ADULT; BOB; Craig & Bell GR CH GRASHOPPERS LOVE AND
KISSES tortie silver classic tabby and white.
AOC SELF COLOURPOINT ADULT; 1 CC; Garcia RISETTA MISTER PICKWICK red
colourpoint lad of just over a year old. A solid boy with excellent strength to the bone
and very good substance. Ears a little open at the base but well positioned. Cheeks are
full and his muzzle is rounded. Large round eyes of a medium blue colouring. Short snub
nose with a good stop and nice size leather and nostrils. Bite almost level. Pink nose
leather, nice strength to the chin. Coat free from shading and with a good undercoat.
Soft texture and well presented. Nicely covered tail and good red points, legs just a
tad lighter in colour.
TORTOISESHELL COLOURPOINT ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Garcia AMORAMIST
ANGELICA RAY chocolate tortie just over a year old. Nicely developed with good bone
and weight. Ears are small and nicely positioned. Cheeks are rounded and her skull is
nicely developed. Round eyes of a nice blue colouring and a short broad nose with a
lovely stop. Level bite. Coat soft to touch and with some undercoat, nicely presented
and good chocolate and red to the points. Tail nicely furnished and balances well with
the boy length. Easy to handle.
TABBY COLOURPOINT ADULT; BOB; Garcia CH AMORAMIST-CORNISH-QWEEN
chocolate tortie tabby colourpoint.
AC TABBY ETC. AND WHITE ADULT; BOB; Harte GR CH MOLLYCODDLE LITTLE
HEARTBREAKER brown classic tabby and white.
TABBY COLOURPOINT KITTEN MALE; 1 & BOB; Malcolmson RISETTA HEAVEN
SENT seal tabby colourpoint with a very full coat and superbly presented. Good
strength to the bone and lovely weight. Ears well placed just a tiny bit open at the
base. Skull is rounded. Cheeks are full and his muzzle is quite strong. Level bite. Very
good blue colouring to the eyes which are round shaped. Strong tabby markings, m to
the forehead, markings to the legs. Lines across the cheeks from the corner of the
eyes. Tail showing the odd ring and balances with the body.
TABBY ETC EXOTIC KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Kelleher SHEERBLISS MY LAGAN LOVE red
silver tabby and white of five months old and a very bonny kitten. Sturdy legs showing a
very good strength to the bone and lovely weight. Ears just need to settle, rounded top
of head. Cheeks are full and she has a short broad nose with large nose leather and
open nostrils. Very good copper eye colour already can be seen. Coat of a very good
length and texture, standing away from the body. The silver is evident to the coat, part
of a tabby pattern can be seen but still very young and it will be interesting to see how
she develops. Tail in proportion to the body length and nicely furnished.
TABBY SMOKE CAMEO ETC. KITTEN MALE; 1 & BOB; Guilfoyle SHEERBLISS
ZIGGYSTARDUST black silver classic tabby and white lad of five months old. Nicely
grown for his age. Short cobby body set low on the legs. Dinky ears and a rounded skull.
Good width to the cheeks and a short broad nose. Level bite. Eye colour still very

muddy at present as the orange develops. Long and full coat which has been very nicely
groomed. White to part of a collar marking on the neck. Outer part of the m on the
forehead. White forehead and more white to the right cheek than the left. Back right
limb showing a patch of colour. Hard to see the tabby due to the length of the coat
which diffuses it. Lovely temperament.
AOC NON SELF EXOTIC KITTEN FEMALE; 1 & BOB; Caughey HINCHKITZ
CHERRYBLOSSOM black and white of seven months old. A sturdy female with a fairly
short cobby body, sturdy legs and nicely shaped paws. Her ears are still looking a tad
tall and just need to settle. Her skull is rounded. She has a good width to her cheeks
and a short broad nose. Her eyes were just looking a tiny bit sore today and she
therefore does not show them off to their full potential, lovely orange colour evident.
White to her forehead and cheeks and she has a very tiny bit of staining to under her
eyes. Colour above the eyes and up to the ears. White on her collar and up her flanks.
Long patch of white along her spine. Jet black and free from any white hairs or
bleeding, a lot of work gone into getting it looking like this, keep up the good work. Tail
nicely covered and medium length.
AOC NON SELF EXOTIC NEUTER MALE; 1 PC; Guilfoyle SHEERBLISS
BRAVEHEART red silver shaded and white nearly two and a half years old. Strong lad
with a short cobby body set fairly low on the legs. Well placed ears just a touch open at
the base today. Skull rounded. Cheeks full and round. Short broad nose and a nice
break. Bite almost level. Round eyes that are a good orange colour. Solid white front
right leg. White on his forehead and left cheek. Nice shading to the coat with a lighter
undercoat and the white is pristine and very well presented. Silver is evident and the
red medium in colour. Tail of a good length and has a good covering. Coat soft in texture
and standing away from the body.
AOC NON SELF EXOTIC NEUTER FEMALE; BOB; Guilfoyle INT PR SHEERBLISS
PRECIOUS MEMORY tortie smoke.
BROWN BURMESE ADULT; 1 CC; O’Sullivan SLIABH KENDELL not much over a year
old. Her head is in proportion to her body size. Short wedge with a nice depth from the
top of the skull to the lower jaw. Slightly rounded top of head and a slightly flat brow.
Nice width to the cheek bones which taper to a blunt muzzle. Level bite. Chin could be a
touch stronger. Medium to large ears which are rounded at the tips and have a slight
tilt forward. Eyes set nicely apart with a slant to the top line and a rounded lower line
with a nice golden yellow colouring. Medium size body that has a heavier feel to it than
it looks. Straight back, slender legs and neat oval shaped paws. Tail tapering to a
rounded tip and just about reaching the shoulders. Coat colour a touch dark and just
showing a very gradual shade, super gloss and very good show presentation.
CHOCOLATE BURMESE ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; O’Sullivan COLTHAM CARAMELLE
SLIABH almost a year old and still developing. Her head balances nicely in size with the
body. She has a short wedge with a good depth from the lower jaw up to the skull. Her
top of head is rounded and her brow is a touch flat. Cheek bones showing a good width
and she has a blunt muzzle. Level bite. Chin not quite in line with the end of the nose.
Medium sized ears which have a slight slant forward and nicely rounded tips. Lower line
to the eyes is rounded and she has a slant to the top line with a very nice yellow tone to
the eye colouring. Medium sized body with a straight back, her legs are balanced with

the body and she has neat oval shaped paws. Medium length tail which is tapering to a
rounded tip. Cool toned chocolate to the body, the coat is a touch long in length but
close lying. Her points are slightly darker in colour to the body.
AOC TORTIE BURMESE ADULT; BOB withheld Taylor CH BACKCHAT ALICE
SPRINGS blue tortie
BROWN BURMESE KITTEN; 1 & BOB; McCrea & Szigeti SLIABH BUNI NINYA six
months old and a very nicely grown kitten. Just loved the look on this baby and was
delighted to see she won overall best in show, a well-deserved accolade. Her head is in
proportion to her body size. Short wedge and a very nice depth from the skull to the
lower jaw. The top of her head is a little flat and she has a slightly rounded brow. Her
cheek bones are developing a good width and she has a blunt muzzle. Level bite. Chin
just a touch weak. Medium sized ears which slightly tilt forward and are rounded at the
tips. Eyes of a good shape with a rounded lower line and slight slant to the top line with
a good golden yellow colouring visible. Straight back from her shoulder to her rump.
Slender legs that bear neat oval shaped paws. Tail balances with the body and is
tapering to a rounded tip. Rich warm seal brown coat colour, close lying coat, super
gloss and wonderful texture. A very nice kitten.
BLUE BURMESE KITTEN; 1 & BOB; McCrea & Szigeti SLIABH AHABEL not quite six
months old. A good size for her age. Body and head all nicely proportioned. Short wedge
and he has a blunt finish to his muzzle. Nice depth from the skull to the lower jaw. Flat
top of head and her brow is slightly rounded. Fair width to the cheek bones. Level bite.
Chin is near on level with the end of the nose. Slight tilt forward to his ears that are
medium in size. Slight yellow tone to the eyes which he tends to open fully and spoil the
shape, when relaxed you can see the slant to the top line and the rounded lower line.
Slim legs and neat oval paws. A straight back. Tail just medium in length and tapering to
a rounded tip. Fairly close lying coat although it tends to break at present in places.
Some shading towards the flanks and just a touch long. Blue nose leather. Silver sheen
around the ears and on the paws.
CREAM BURMESE NEUTER; BOB; Sluiters GR PR BACKCHAT KEPELLMEISTER
AOC TORTOISESHELL BURMESE NEUTER; BOB; Sluiters GR PR ALDEBIZ MANEKI
HOSHI
BREEDERS PERSIAN/EXOTIC ADULT; 1 Rima GR CH KAZBARA STAR-TROUPER lilac
tabby.
AV LIMIT ADULT; 1 Garcia RISETTA MISTER PICWICK red colourpoint.
2 Maxwell TULLYPAWS JESSIE STAR seal tabby point Birman. Front left marking
goes past the stopper pad which is a withholding fault, I gave second as there were
only two in the class and it was only a miscellaneous class. I would not award in an open
class.
AV SPECIAL LIMIT ADULT; 1 Swiacka CH MELANIA ISZTAR COON tortie silver
classic tabby Maine coon. Fabulous bone and weight. Lovely colours to the coat and
silver evident. Very good ear set and size.
AV JUNIOR ADULT; 1 McClelland NOYNAROCK FIONN MAC CUILL silver tabby and
white who tends to puff his whisker pad, coarse texture along the spine, very minimal
dip to the profile.
2 Garcia AMORAMIST ANGELICA RAY chocolate tortie colourpoint.

3 Maxwell TULLYPAWS JESSIE STAR seal tabby point Birman.
AV SENIOR ADULT; 1 Craig & Bell GR CH GRASHOPPERS LOVE AND KISSES tortie
silver.
2 Garcia CH AMORAMIST CORNISH-QWEEN chocolate tortie tabby.
3 McClelland NOYNAROCK REISA tortie classic tabby and white Norwegian Forest cat.
BREEDERS PERSIAN/EXOTIC KITTEN; 1 Malcolmson RISETTA HEAVEN SENT seal
tabby colourpoint.
BREEDERS MAINE COON KITTEN; 1 Swiacka BLACKJAGUAR CHLOE IE brown
classic tabby maine coon, lovely square muzzle just needs to develop a little more chin
to balance. Large ears and tufts. Pattern a little solid on her back.
2 Brindley & Smith KATEZ BOO INABLIZZARD brown classic tabby and white maine
coon. High white, quite narrow in the head. Good ear size and set, lovely temperament.
BREEDERS AOV SLH KITTEN; 1 Tanner-Mason LUXDON MARIS PIPER seal tabby
point with very good eye colour, lovely tabby markings, clear body coat and all feet
level.
2 Tanner-Mason KAMASAKI CHAI LATTE seal point Birman who is teething badly.
Scalloped gloves, very good blue eye colour and feet markings reach the stopper pad
but do not go past.
3 McClelland STRANRFSORDR ILSE classic silver tabby and white Norwegian Forest
Cat.
AV NON BREEDERS KITTEN; 1 Tanner-Mason BLACKJAGUAR CHANEL brown classic
tabby and white Maine Coon, large ears and nice tufts. I would like a touch more
breadth to the cheeks for perfection.
2 Tanner-Mason JULESCOON NERINA tortie tabby an white with lovely coat colours
and tabby evident. Cheeks a touch narrow, lovely square muzzle.
3 Wren ROYALMAGIC FREDDIE MERCURY brown classic tabby Maine Coon.
AV 4-6 MONTHS KITTEN; 1 Kelleher SHEERBLISS MY LAGAN LOVE exotic.
2 Guggenheim & Lennox TEDDYRAGS NED KELLY seal mitted Ragoll, white mittens,
back legs an tummy. White to the chin. Mask colour still developing and just looking a
touch brindled today.
AV 6-9 MONTHS KITTEN; 1 Wagner SILVERFERN FRENCH KISS brown classic
tabby and white Maine Coon. Ears well placed with lovely tufts to the tips. Eyes a little
deep set, green in colour.
2 Guggenheim & Lennox BONNISSY HINT OF A TINT chocolate tabby point Radoll,
just looking a little pinched in the muzzle, six months old and most probably just
finished teething. A bit of a wriggler with super colours to the points.
BREEDERS BURMESE ADULT; 1 O’Sullivan SLIABH KENDELL brown.
2 Taylor CH BACKCHAT ALICE SPRINGS blue tortie.
AV NON BREEDERS ADULT; 1 O’Sullivan COLTHAM CARAMELLE SLIABH chocolate.
BREEDERS BURMESE NEUTER; 1 Sluiters GR PR ALDEBIZ MANEKI HOSHI
chocolate tortie.
AV NON BREEDERS NEUTER; 1 Sluiters GR PR BACKCHAT KAPELLMEISTER cream.

